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DESCRIPTION
 

INSULATED TORX® SCREWDRIVER

The end of the handles of the screwdrivers in this range is perfectly round offering the user excellent grip comfort when

working. This design allows the user to turn the screwdriver in the palm of their hand without hindrance, even in intensive use

when wearing electricians' gloves./Identification ringEach screwdriver has a coloured ring on its handle corresponding to the

screwdriver's blade type. This facilitates quick identification, whatever the storage position./Perfectly smooth round endThe

round end to this handle fits perfectly into the hollow of the hand, enabling quick and precise rotation./The handle's rotating

ballThe handle's rotating ball nestles in your palm and your fingers control the screwdriver's rotation./Insulated bladeThe blade

is insulated with an insulation sheath integral with the handle, injected directly on to the blade. This insulation complies with the

NF EN IEC 60900 electrical standard and with the ISO 2380-1, ISO 8764-1 and ISO 10664 mechanical standards, and is

VDE-certified./The handleThe ergonomic handle has a high-quality soft coating for comfort and adhesion. Its ergonomics

enables powerful and comfortable tightening. Four handle sizes are available depending on the diameter of the blade, with

marking of the relevant standards and the product's reference.
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SPECIFIC DATA
 

   Designation    T10 INSULATED TORX® SCREWDRIVER

   Sales reference    Z-176-T10

   Weight (kg)    0.052

   Width (mm)    24

   Length (mm)    186

   Height (mm)    24

   Guarantee    O

Guarantee applied

O | SAM TOOL guarantee.
Guarantee without time limit on the tools used under normal conditions.

>> Find out more
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